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Although there has been considerable interest in the possible role of
CD44 in malignant growth, few studies exist on the presence of HA,
its major ligand, on tumor cells. To the best of our knowledge, no
studies have related the expression of HA in carcinoma cells to
prognosis. This promoted us to study colorectal cancer, which is a
common malignant tumor in the Western world and the second
leading cause of cancer mortality in the United States (15). A series of
202 colorectal cancer patients followed-up for 14 years on the average
were evaluated for the expression of HA and its independent prog
nostic value. Stronger than expected association between HA and
patient survival can give us important additional prognostic informa
tion for cancer treatment decisions, e.g., in selecting patient groups for
more intensive therapies, and provides new aspects for the pathogen
esis of the spread of cancer.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients. The present study consists of 202 patients treated for colorectal
adenocarcinoma between 1976 and 1986 and subsequently followed-up for a

mean of 14 years (Table 1). These patients were selected from the original
cohort of 308 patients, from which 106 patients were excluded because

adequate histological material for HA staining was not available. The samples
contained either a rather small number of tumor tissues, or there was no tumor
left in the section. The clinical staging of all tumors was completed according
to UICC (16) and modified Dukes' classification by Turnbull et aL (17).
Staging was based on the results of abdominal ultrasonography, bone and chest

radiographs, bone scans, computed tomography, colography, endoscopy
(recto-sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy), and laboratory tests suggesting pos
sible metastasis. All patients underwent operations. Of these, 24 were treated
with chemotherapy and 19 with radiotherapy (9 were treated by both chemo
and radiotherapy and 4 patients received adjuvant therapy). The follow-up was
done according to a standard practice of our clinic, usually by the same team
of gastroenterologists. The pertinent data of the patients are summarized in
Table 1.

Tumor Samples. The tumor samples obtained at time of operation were
fixed in 10% buffered formalin (pH 7.0), embedded in paraffm, and sectioned
at 5 @m.All histological slides were examined by two observers unaware of
the clinical data or the disease outcome. Tumors were graded as well, mod
crate, or poorly differentiated (WHO grade). The histopathological data of
patients are shown in Table 1.

Preparation of the Probe and Staining of HA. bHABC, used as a
HA-specific probe, was prepared from bovine articular cartilage as described

(18) and contained the biotinylated HA-binding 01 fragment of aggrecan and
link protein, which stabilizes the ternary complex. PAGE of the probe showed
only bands corresponding to the HA-binding region of aggrecan and link
protein.

The sections were incubated with 0.3% H202 in 30% methanol for 10 mm
to block tissue peroxidases, washed with 0.1 Msodium phosphate buffer (pH
7.4), and incubated in 1% (wlv) BSA in the phosphate buffer for 30 mmn to

block nonspecific binding. The sections were incubated with the bHABC (5

@g/ml,diluted in 1% BSA) overnight at 4Â°C,washed thoroughly with the
buffer, and treated with avidin-biotin-peroxidase (Vector Laboratories, Irvine,
CA; 1:200 dilution) for I h at room temperature. The sections were washed
with the buffer and incubated in 0.05% 3,3'-diaminobenzidine (Sigma Chem
ical Co., St. Louis, MO) and 0.03% H2O2 in the phosphate buffer at room

temperature. After washes, the sections were counterstained with Mayer's

hematoxylin and mounted in Depex.
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ABSTRACT

Hyaluronan (HA) is a linear high molecular weight extracellular
polysaccharide. It is thought to be involved in mitosis and the enhance
ment of wound healing, tumor invasion, and metastasis. Because its cliii
Ical relevance in cancer has not been explored, we scored HA in colorectal
adenocarcinoma and StUdied Its rehalionshlp with patient survival. A
specific probe prepared from cartilage proteoglycan aggregates was used
to stain paraffin-embedded tumor samples from 202 colorectal adenocar
dnoma patients treated in Kuopio University Hospital and followed up for
a mean of 14 years. The hypothesis that the percentage of HA-positive
carcinoma cells (HA%) and HA intensity in cancer cells correlated with
survival was tested with the log-rank test, hazard ratios, and their confi
deuce intervals. Ninety-three % of tumors had at least a proportion of
carcinoma cells positive for HA. HA intensity in tumor epithelium was
stronger in Dukes' stages C and D tumors and in high-grade tumors. The
cancer-related survival rate was lower among patients with strong HA
intensity in tumor epithelium (P < 0.001) and high HA% (P < 0.001).
Recurrence-free survival was also shorter In patients with an intense

signal for HA (P 0.001) and high HA% in tumor epithelium (P 0.04).
HA intensity in tumor epithelium independently predicted survival and
recurrence-free survival (Cox's analysis). We conclude that a high pro
portion of HA-positive cancer cells and high intensity of the HA-signal
predicts a poor survival rate. The abnormal expression of HA in the
neoplastic colon epithelhal cells is suggested to provide a distinct advantage

for invasive growth and metastasis.

INTRODUCTION

HA3 (also known as hyaluronic acid and hyaluronate) is an Un
branched extracellular and cell surface polysaccharide expressed in
connective, neural, and epithelial tissues (1â€”3).Elevated concentra
tions of HA are associated with tissue remodeling and rapid cell
proliferation, e.g., in embryonic tissues and healing wounds (4). Some
tumors contain more HA than the corresponding normal tissue (5).
Elevated levels of HA are most evident in human mesotheiomas (6)
and Wilm's tumor (7) but occur in more common malignancies such
as breast cancer (8). HA forms a matrix and presumably provides a
favorable environment for mitotic cell rounding and cell movements
by allowing low-affinity adhesion and specific signals for cell migra
tion (9). The increased HA expression correlates to invasiveness of
carcinoma cells in vitro (10). Cells bind to HA through cell-surface
receptor proteins, of which two have been cloned and characterized
(1 1, 12). Interestingly, CD44, the most abundant of the receptors, is
up-regulated in colon cancers; in particular, one of its high molecular
weight variants is related to poor prognosis (13, 14).
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HYALIJRONAN IN COLORECFAL CANCER

Table 1 Clinicopathological data of the patientsa was performed in a stepwise manner (22), and the enter and removal limits
were P@ 0.05 and p 0.1, respectively. Cox's proportional hazards model
assessed the contribution of the following baseline covariates: age, sex, tumor

grade, tumor site (tumors involving rectum, n = 98, or not, n = 104), Dukes'

classification, Tumor-Node-Metastasis stage, ilLs, HA intensity in stroma and
tumor epithelium, and HA% in tumor epithelium.

RESULTS

Expression of HA in Cancers

Normal intestinal epithelium adjacent to tumors was devoid of HA,
whereas normal stroma was positive. Seven % of tumors were com
pletely negative for epithelial HA, but the rest showed variable signal
intensity and percentage of positive cells. The HA in tumor epithelium
was detected pericellularly and/or in the cytoplasm of carcinoma cells
(Fig. 1).

HA Related to Other Prognostic Factors

In general, high-grade tumors had moderate or strong HA intensity
in tumor epithelium, and there was a significant but not very strong
association between HA intensity in tumor epithelium and tumor
grade (Table 2). The large invasive Dukes' C and D tumors had a
higher mean HA intensity value compared to Dukes' 0, A, and B
tumors (Table 2). HA% was also higher in Dukes' C and D tumors
(P = 0.001; @,10.6). A highly significant association existed be
tween Dukes' classification and HA intensity in tumor epithelium, and
there was also positive correlation between Dukes' classification and
HA% in tumor epithelium. There was an inverse relationship between
the number of ilLs and HA intensity in tumor epithelium; a moderate
or strong HA signal was present in TIL grades 0 and 1 (P = 0.002; @,
9.3).

Survival

Univariate Analysis. There was a significant association of HA
intensity and HA% in tumor epithelium with cancer-related survival
in 187 patients available for analysis. Patients with strong HA inten
sity in tumor epithelium had a low survival rate (15% survived 14

years) as compared to HA-negative patients (55% survived 14 years;
Fig. 2A; Table 3). Patients with low HA% (0â€”25%)survived longer
(60% survived 14 years) than patients with high HA% (75â€”100%;
30% survived 12 years; Fig. 2B; Table 3).

HA intensity and HA% in tumor epithelium predicted RFS in 141
patients available for analysis. Patients with high HA intensity in
tumor epithelium had short RFS (25% for 12 years) as compared with
HA-negative patients (65% for 14 years; Fig. 2C; Table 3). Patients
with high HA% in tumor epithelium had short RFS (40% for 12 years)
compared with patients with low HA% (70% for 14 years; Table 3).
RFS of T1_3N@M0patients (n = 104), categorized according to HA
intensity in tumor epithelium, is graphically shown in Fig. 2D. HA
intensity in stroma was not significantly related to survival or RFS in
any of the analyzed tumor categories (Tumor-Node-Metastasis).

Adjuvant chemotherapy or radiation therapy in connection with
primary surgical therapy had no effect on survival. Chemotherapy or
radiation therapies for treatment of the recurrent disease had no
prognostic value. The therapies were given at the very late stage of the
disease as a palliative measure having no impact on survival.

Multivariate Analysis. Independent predictors of survival in the
entire cohort (187 available for analysis) were Dukes', HA intensity in
tumor epithelium, and sex. In patients without metastasis (T13N@M@,;
n = 104), only HA intensity in tumor epithelium predicted survival
(Table 4). Accordingly, in Dukes' B tumors, HA intensity in tumor
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Number ofpatients202Mean
age (Â±SD, range)65.9(Â±11.1,33â€”88)Sex

(FIM)102/100Mean
follow-up, years (Â±SD)

T categoryâ€•14.0
Â±3.8T.,3T,13T233T3134T416T@

N categoryb3N0135N140N218N34N5

Mcategory55M0151M151Type

of primarytreatmentOperation202Operation

+chemotherapy24Operation
+radiotherapy19Histological

grade: 1, 2,357/119/26TlLgrade:0,
1,2,311/126/51/14Dukes':

0, A, B, C, D3/33/82/33/51aPatientswhodiedwithin30dayspostoperatively(n7)wereexcludedfrom
survival analysis.

b Tumor-Node-Metastasis classification.

Staining specificity was controlled by predigesting sections with Strepto
myces hyaluronidase [100 turbidity-reducing units/nd 0.1 M sodium acetate

buffer (pH 5) for 3 h at 37Â°C1in the presence of protease inhibitors (19). The
digestion experiment also included controls incubated under otherwise similar
conditions but lacking the enzyme. Other control sections were stained using
a probe preincubated with HA-oligosaccharides (with a length of 11â€”12
disaccharide units, 3 @goligosaccharide per 1 @gprobe) to block the HA

binding site and reveal possible nonspecific attachment to the sections (2). No
staining was observed in the hyaluronidase or oligosaccharide controls.

Analysis of HA Staining. In tumor epithelium, the signal intensity of HA
was categorized into four grades: 0 (HA absent); 1 (weak); 2 (moderate); and
3 (strong). In stroma, three grades were used for the intensity of HA signal: 1
(weak); 2 (moderate); and 3 (strong). The percentage of tumor cells positive for
HA (HA%) in tumor epithelium was categorized as seen in Fig. 1: 0â€”25%;
25â€”50%;50â€”75%;and 75â€”100%.HA% and intensity of HA staining were
estimated by two observers, unaware of the clinical data.

Analysis ofLymphocyte Density. ThedensityofTILs weregradedby two
observers as absent, weak, moderate, or dense. TILt were estimated in the

center and periphery of the tumors and around invasive carcinoma cells but not
in areas of ulceration or tumor necrosis. The TIL level was quantified from 10
mmcmscopicfields (X40), and the mean TIL value was calculated. TIL density
was classified as absent (grade 0) when < 10 lymphocytes were observed per
HPF. TIL density was weak (grade 1) when scanty lymphocytes were seen in
the stroma and the inflammatory cell reaction around the tumor was mmld,
10â€”50lymphocytes/HPF. TIL density was dense (grade 3) when the tumor
margins and stroma contained >100 lymphocyteslHPF. ilL density was

moderate (grade 2) when the peri- and/or intratumoral lymphocyte infiltrate
was intermediate between grades 1 and 3, lymphocyte level 51â€”100IHPF(20).

Statistical Analysis. In statistical calculations, the SPSS-X program pack
age was used in an IBM computer. The differences between the means of
variables were tested by ANOVA. Linear association between variables was

tested by the Mantel-Haenszel test (21). The univariate survival analysis was
based on the life-table method (log-rank analysis) with statistics by Gehan.
Cancer-related survival was measured from the date of surgery to the end of
the follow-up or death. RFS was defined as the time elapsed between the
primary treatment (date of surgery) and the recurrent tumor. Cases with
metastases at diagnosis were not included when the RFS was analyzed.
Survival analysis included (as an event) only the deaths due to colorectal
carcinoma. The causes of deaths were verified from patient files and death

certificates. Deaths due to postoperative complications within 30 days were
excluded (n = 7). Multivariate survival analysis (Cox's regression analysis)
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Table 2 Association between HA intensityin tumor epithelium and the stagingof tumors accordingto grade and Dukes'classificatiod'Gradeâ€•Dukes@cI230ABCDHA

intensityn (%)n (%)n (%)n (%)n (%)n (%)n (%)n(%)0

1
2
3

Total4(7)

25 (44)
19 (33)
9(16)
578(7)

49 (41)
40 (34)
22(18)
1192(8)

1 (4)
14 (54)
9(34)
261(33)

0
1 (33)
1(33)
35(15)

21 (64)
5 (15)
2(6)
336(7)

35 (43)
31 (38)
10(12)
820

9 (27)
18 (55)
6(18)
332(4)

10(20)
18(35)
21 (41)
51
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DISCUSSION

Cancer cells are dependent on their interactions with the extracel
lular matrix in every phase of their growth. Matrix molecules like
decorin have direct influences on cell cycle (23), certain types of
matrix receptors are enriched on cancer cells (24), and proteinases
modulating cell-matrix interactions are intimately involved in malig
nant growth (25, 26).

HA is an ubiquitous matrix molecule, present in variable concen
trations in all connective tissues and many epithelia (1, 3). We found
recently that normal colon epithelium and some well-differentiated
adenocarcinoma cells are negative for HA, but some colon cancer
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Fig. 1. Affinity histochemical staining for HA in human colon carcinoma. Sections from paraffin-embedded tumor biopsies were incubated with the bHABC probe, visualized with
the avidin-peroxidase technique, and counterstained with hematoxylin as described in â€œPatientsand Methods.â€•A, a sample with 0â€”25%;B, 25â€”50%;C, 50â€”75%;and D, >75% of
tumor cells HA positive, respectively. Note the intracellular (a, B) and pericellular (arrow, C) localization of HA in tumor cells. Stoma (5; A) is positive in all cases. Bar, 40 ,.@m.

epithelium also predicted survival (P = 0.04; relative risk, 1.68; significant independent predictors of survival in the multivariate anal
confidence interval, 1.02â€”2.78). yses either.

In patients with no distant metastases diagnosed at the time of
operation (T14NÃ˜3MÃ˜, n = 141), N category, sex (longer RFS in
males), TILs, and HA intensity in tumor epithelium independently

predicted RFS, whereas in patients without spread to local lymph
nodes (T1_3N@,M0,n = 104), only HA intensity in tumor epitheium
predicted RFS (Table 4). Accordingly, in Dukes' B tumors, HA
intensity in tumor epithelium was the only independent predictor of

RFS (P < 0.001; relative risk, 2.10; confidence interval, 1.36â€”3.24).
To address the roles of HA, we analyzed the patients with distant

metastases both in univariate and multivariate survival statistics. In
the univariate analyses, there were no statistically significant correla

tions between patient survival and HA intensity in stroma or in tumor
epithelium and HA% in tumor epithelium. These factors were not

a Mantel-Haenszel test for linear association.

b@2 57; P = 0.02

cX2 29.1; P <0.001.
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Table 4 Independent predictors of survival and recurrence-frcc survival in Coxâ€˜sanalysisâ€•13

(SE)@'PHazard rate (95%CI)SurvivalAll

cases (n =187)Dukes'0.738
(0.109)<0.0012.1(1.69â€”2.59)HA

intensityin tumorepithelium0.446 (0. 139)0.0011 .6(1.19-2.05)Sex0.419
(0.208)0.041.52(1.01â€”2.86)T1_3N@,M,@

(n104)HA
intensityin tumorepithelium0.605 (0.221)0.0061.83(1.19â€”2.82)RFSTl...,NQ.3MJC

(n141)N
category0.722 (0.187)<0.0012.06(1.43â€”2.97)Sex0.594

(0.249)0.021.81(1.11â€”2.95)TILtâ€”0.451
(0.203)0.030.64(0.43-0.95)HA

intensityin tumorepithelium0.5 11 (0. 168)0.0021 .67(1.20â€”2.32)T1_3N@,M,f
(n104)HA

intensityin tumorepithelium0.802 (0.195)<0.0012.23 (1.52â€”3.27

0 40 80 120 160

Table 3 HA intensity instroma and tumor epithelium and HA% intwnor epithelium relatedto recurrence (M0 cases) and survival (allcases)RFS

at 14 yearsSurviving at 14yearsNo.

of patients%x21â€•'No. of patients%@Iâ€•'HA

intensityinstroma121602.70.262455
4.90.08263558345357458035HA

intensityin tumorepithelium0126516.00.0011455
27.1<0.0011627570652

@51406730316253615HA

% in tumorepithelium0â€”2552708.60.046460
17.7<0.00125â€”SO5445714050â€”753040373575â€”1005401530a

Log-rank analysis.

0 40 80 120 160

HYALURONAN IN COLOREC@ALCANCER

malignant tumor. In colon adenocarcinoma, HA is associated with cell
surface receptors, such as CD44. CD44 is also present on a few crypt
epithelial cells in normal colorectal mucosa (29), but its expression is
markedly increased in neoplastic carcinoma cells and their precursor
adenomas (29). Furthermore, CD44, the variant with exon v6 in
particular, is associated with a poor survival rate in colon cancer (13,
14). It is thus possible that CD44 contributes to the surface presenta
tion of HA on colon adenocarcinoma. The intracellular signal of HA
in the colon adenocarcinoma cells may also be related to CD44, which
has been shown to mediate uptake of HA in other cell types (30â€”32).

Nevertheless, cell surface HA may remain bound to HA synthase
(33, 34), implying that CD44 is not required for the expression of HA
on the cell surface. The presence of CD44 does not exclude activation
of HA synthase either, and further work is under way to distinguish
the contribution of endogenous HA synthesis in these colon carcino
mas. In advanced malignancies, the elevated levels of HA may also
result from blockage of lymphatic drainage, the physiological route of
clearance of tissue HA.

How Could HA Enhance Cancer Growth and Spreading? The
present and previous studies show that tumor stroma is invariably
enriched in HA as compared with the supporting connective tissue of
normal parenchyma. Some malignant cells secrete or present mem
brane-bound activities stimulating HA synthesis in adjacent fibro
blasts (35). Stimulated HA synthesis by cancer cells or stromal fibro
blasts may force gaps through connective tissue, creating space for the
invading cancer cells (10). Increased concentrations of HA stimulate
cancer cell motility (1 1). Another mechanism of HA involvement is
angiogenesis, which is vital to tumor growth and strongly stimulated

BA

U)

Gil

>

(I)

cb
0
C

0

Follow-uptime (months)

Fig. 2. Survival and RFS of colon carcinoma patients categorized according to the
staining intensity for HA or percentage of HA-positive cancer cells (HA%) in tumor
biopsies. Panels A and B show the survival of 187 patients according to HA intensity
(x2@27.1;P < 0.001)andHA%(@, 17.7;P < 0.001).RFSof 141casesat stages
T1_4NQ.3M@J(x2. 16.0; P = 0.001; C), and 104 cases at stages T1_3N@M@(@, 16.0;
P = 0.001; D) are shown.

cells contain an unusual apical or intracellular HA staining pattern
(27). In the present study, we wanted to clarify whether this variability
of HA expression in colon cancer cells is related to its spreading
potential, as reflected in patient survival. This idea was further in
spired by the accumulating evidence linking HA and malignant
growth(5,28).

The Origin of HA AssOciatedwith Cancer Cells. Several mech
anisms have been proposed for the accumulation of HA within a

a The multivariate analysis included cases with a complete set of data available.

b@ coefficient of the regression model; CI, confidence interval.

CTumor-Node-Metastasisclassification.
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HYALURONANIN COLORECFALCANCER

by low molecular weight HA fragments (36). Some tumors, including
human colon carcinoma (37), express hyaluronidase activity, which
may generate these oligosaccharides (38). Thus, both synthesis and
degradation of HA presumably support tumor invasion and growth.

Cancer cells invested in a coat of HA may be protected from the
attack of cytotoxic cells (39). In the present study, a highly significant
inverse relationship was found between the number of TILs and HA
intensity on carcinoma cells, suggesting that HA may mask the
immunological recognition and dampen recruitment of cytotoxic lym
phocytes. Interestingly, HA also protects cancer cells against cyto
toxic agents like doxorubin, Adriamycin, and mitomycin C, as sug
gested by successful combination therapy with hyaluronidase to
enhance drug penetration in human bladder (40), murine breast (41),
and human laryngeal and lung carcinomas (42).

Enhanced metastasis could be one of the factors behind the lower
mean survival rate in the cases with high HA expression. Comparison
of two cancer cell lines otherwise identical, but differing in the
synthesis and content of cell surface HA, indicated that the cells with
high HA expression generated 50-fold more lung metastases when
injected i.v. in mice (43). This may be due to entrapment of the large
HA-coated cells, or cell clusters, aggregated through blood leukocyte
CD44 receptors binding to the HA on cancer cells (43), or formation
of emboli through HA to fibrin/fibrinogen (44), or through direct
binding of HA to CD44 receptors on endothelial cells (37).

The metastatic ability of pancreatic adenocarcinoma cells did not
correlate with the HA affinity of the CD44 variant transfected into
these cells (45), suggesting that HA represents an additional malignant
growth-promoting effect independent of CD44. This view is sup
ported by the recent findings that there are other HA-binding proteins
associated with invasive growth (46). The HA receptor RHAMM,
when overexpressed, is the sole requirement to transform a fibroblast
cell line and induce its spontaneous metastasis in mice (47). More
over, a targeted mutation in RHAMM that reduces its affinity for HA
totally prevents ras transformation (47). There are limited data pres
ently available on RHAMM expression in patient material, but it is
interesting that ras is involved in colon cancer (48). It is quite apparent
that HA is one of the key extracellular matrix molecules that control
cellular events associated with malignant growth.

Clinical Importance of the Unfavorable Prognosis Related to
HA. The results indicate that expression of HA is a novel prognostic
marker in colorectal cancer. Patients with absent or weak HA intensity
and HA% in tumor epithelium survived longer than patients with
moderate or strong HA intensity. HA intensity and HA% in tumor
epithelium also significantly predicted RFS. In a multivariate Cox's
analysis, HA intensity in tumor epithelium was an independent pre
dictor of survival and RFS in all subgroups analyzed. In fact, HA
intensity in tumor epithelium was the only significant predictor of
survival and RFS in local (T13N@M,,@)tumors as well as in Dukes' B
tumors. These results strongly support the hypothesis that the patients
with strongly HA-positive tumors do have a worse clinical outcome
and should be treated using as radical a therapy as possible. Also,
carcinomas presently regarded as inoperable should perhaps be recon
sidered for surgical treatment if biopsy shows them to be negative for
HA. A prospective study with alternate treatment protocols will an
swer these questions.

The present staining method offers a simple way of improving the
prognostic accuracy of the diagnosis and may be useful in selecting
treatment for an individual patient with colon carcinoma. The findings
should encourage more work to define the molecular pathways in
volved in the putative malignant growth promotion by HA. New
therapeutic approaches can be studied based on the present finding
that an abnormally located and excessive HA may offer a growth
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